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Maintain your seacocks regularly 
whilst on the water 

with



Often we sadly neglect the maintenance of our skin fittings due to 
the time and expense involved. Appearances can be deceptive 

and what we perceive to be a clean & effective seacock could be 
a dangerously corroded accident waiting to happen.

Such a small piece of equipment as a seacock or hose can be 
responsible for huge amounts of damage. 

Seabung introduces a quick and simple way to schedule this critical 
job into your routine safety checks.  No need to haul out for 

inspections with Seabung as it plugs fittings while afloat allowing 
you cost effective repair or replacement. 

Seabung is also an essential emergency device, outperforming the 
traditional wooden bung in speed, ease of use and permanence 

of application.

• Each pack of two seabungs (supplied in diameters of 60 and 90mm) 
• Super Flexible tear resistant dome
• A seacock can be replaced in under 2 minutes
• Reusable
• Simple clear directions for use
• Covers hole sizes 19 – 51mm
• Allows permanent repair
• Able to tether if close to the waterline



Revolutionary
Seabung’s unique flexible 
dome fits easily through a 
seacock or damaged area 
before pinging back into 
shape and stemming the flow 
of water.

Durable
Seabung’s flexible, 
elastomeric TPU outer with 
tough ABS plastic core 
provides ultimate strength 
and flexibility.

Versatile
Seabung is supplied in packs 
of two which fit holes 
19–32mm and 25–63mm 
equipping you to use with a 
variety of skin fittings.

Secure
Seabung’s tough moulded 
eyelet allows it to be tethered 
in place in emergency 
situations, when an 
immediate repair is not 
possible.



Bringing peace fo mind to 
boat owners worldwide

www.seabung.com




